~ Price & Quality ~
With access to all major
auctions in Japan, winning
number of awards for
excellent performance,
along with a superb
network with local
transportation companies
and mechanics, we can
serve you with the best
prices with the best
quality.

~ 35 Ethical Years ~
Our business model has
gained a global reputation
of trust. We use no bank
loans and interests. We
guarantee to never reverse
your cars mileage. We
inform you of the cars
accident history. Your
expensive car parts do not
get stolen. We treat your
cars and parts well. These
are the ethics of Mehran.
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Mehran
Trading
Co.,Ltd.
The Leading Used Cars & Auto Parts Exporter
Since 1984

The Mehran Ethics Standard
At Mehran, we believe in honesty. We have a very
strict ethical policy to keep your business safe.
For example, we have never and will never use
bank loans. This gives you the stability you
deserve.

Mehran, making you more
competitive in your
business since 1984

Read more to find out!

Contact Us

About Mehran
The Journey

Why Mehran? There’s more!

Established in 1984, Mehran was a pioneer in the used
car export industry. It was a complete game changer.
From a business built by a family man, Mehran quickly
evolved into a multi-million dollar company.

~ Trust & Reliability ~

Why Mehran?
~ Price & Quality ~
With 35 years of trust, we have established a solid
network with other companies in Japan. These
networks are used to reduce the total price.
We use Nagoya Port, the No.1 port for exporting used
cars. Located close to Toyota factories and USS-R
Auction, we have powerful access to huge number of
used Toyota cars and damaged cars. The good road
conditions of Nagoya make the overall work faster.
Our 28,000m² yard allows us to purchase vehicles
when market prices are low, and gives customers a
space to keep them until needed. Parts cutting and
vanning are done by Mehran, so we can directly check
everything, and answer your needs smoothly.

We provide you a personal English-speaking Japanese
sales assistant. Auction sheets are directly translated
for you. Want to know more about the car? Don’t
worry, your assistant will contact auctions, and can
even go inspect the cars before purchase.
Customer service is very important to us. We check
and wash all your cars. For auto parts, we wrap and
label everything, making it much easier and efficient
for your workers in your country. Feel free to make
any other requests too! We’re here for you.

Business with Mehran
“I have been dealing with Mehran Trading company
from 2009. Most or all of the vehicles I have bought
from them have performed with great expectancy. For
10 years I have stuck with this company simply
because of their flexibility, helpfulness, transparency
and professionalism.”
- Customer, Zambia

Mehran Trading Co.,Ltd. (Head Office)
1-3 Nakamura-ward
Nagoya City, Aichi Prefecture, 453-0035 JAPAN
Tel: +81-52-486-3050 (Whatsapp Available)
E-mail: sales@mehran.co.jp
[www.mehran.co.jp]
Message from CEO
“Business is beautiful … However,it can also
become quite dangerous. Even in the used car
export industry in Japan, mileage of the car is
changed way too often, accident histories are
hidden, expensive auto parts can be stolen, many
are hiding their tremendous bank loans, and
some are funded by very scary income sources.
Customers at Mehran can rest assured, that we
do none of these. We pride ourselves in our
endeavor to becoming the most safe,
trustworthy, and reliable company always willing
to help your business.”
Abdul Wahab Qureshi

